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Abstract Learning involves a substantial amount of cognitive, social and
emotional states. Therefore, recognizing and understanding these states in
the context of learning is key in designing informed interventions and address-
ing the needs of the individual student to provide personalized education. In
this paper, we explore the automatic detection of learner’s nonverbal behav-
iors involving hand-over-face gestures, head and eye movements and emotions
via facial expressions during learning. The proposed computer vision-based
behavior monitoring method uses a low-cost webcam and can easily be inte-
grated with the modern tutoring technologies. We investigate these behaviors
in-depth over time in a classroom session of 40 minutes involving reading and
problem-solving exercises. The exercises in the sessions are divided into three
categories: an easy, medium and difficult topic within the context of under-
graduate computer science. We found that there is a significant increase in
head and eye movements as time progresses, as well as with the increase of
difficulty level. We demonstrated that there is a considerable occurrence of
hand-over-face gestures (on average 21.35%) during the 40 minutes session
and is unexplored in the education domain. We propose a novel deep learning
approach for automatic detection of hand-over-face gestures in images with a
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classification accuracy of 86.87%. There is a prominent increase in hand-over-
face gestures when the difficulty level of the given exercise increases. The hand-
over-face gestures occur more frequently during problem-solving (easy 23.79%,
medium 19.84% and difficult 30.46%) exercises in comparison to reading (easy
16.20%, medium 20.06% and difficult 20.18%).
Keywords Adaptive and intelligent multimedia and hypermedia systems ·
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) · Computer-supported collaborative
learning · Neural models applied to AIED systems
1 Introduction
Sir Richard Livingstone once said: “The test of successful education is not the
amount of knowledge that pupils take away from school, but their appetite to
know and their capacity to learn” (Livingstone, 1941, p. 28).
Understanding learners’ capacity to guide their learning in school and be-
yond has been a key topic of discussion among educational researchers, policy-
makers and practicing educators alike. The current education systems are
based on the philosophy of an industrial society, i.e. “one-size-fits-all” (Wat-
son et al., 2015). Personalization (“fit-for-everyone”) is the key to design sys-
tems which are capable of addressing the needs of individual students. More
recently, there has been an increasing interest in developing robotic tutors
(Gordon et al., 2016; Benitti, 2012; Jones et al., 2015), e-learning and Intel-
ligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) (Andallaza et al., 2012; Woolf, 2009; Woolf
et al., 2009; D’Mello et al., 2005; Graesser et al., 2007; Litman and Forbes-
Riley, 2004) that would provide individualized teaching in multiple domains.
Such systems often infer affective states based solely on facial expressions and
are capable of personalization to some extent, but they also lack the required
empathic capabilities, i.e. ability to fully interpret the emotions, moods and
temperaments of learners.
Many experienced human teachers often recognize students’ affective states
in a classroom and/or one-to-one tutoring situation (Lepper et al., 1993).
Teachers are effective at utilizing this powerful information to determine in-
dividual student’s requirements, to identify who requires help and support,
and to adjust the pace and/or the content of the learning material. However,
existing learning technologies (e.g. robotic tutors and intelligent tutoring sys-
tems) hardly incorporate such techniques into their instructional strategies.
Therefore, one of the main goals is to develop an algorithm/software which
could automatically recognize various affective states and nonverbal behaviors
occurring in a learning environment. Learning technologies such as robotic tu-
tors; intelligent tutoring systems; the use of the internet and computers for
e-learning; online learning and distance learning, play a significant role in facil-
itating learning and enhancing student’s educational performance. Thus, the
automatic detection of the affective states would be beneficial to these tech-
nologies, which would link these behaviors to an individual’s requirements and
be able to provide personalized support. This article aims to address this by
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investigating various nonverbal behaviors in depth and their significance in
various learning contexts in a learning scenario.
Automatic detection of affective states from various body-languages and
other nonverbal behavior is relatively underdeveloped in educational domains.
We describe research to measure and support the affective dimension in this
domain in ways that were not previously explored. The informed interventions
to the affective states will encourage learning, provide help and support to mo-
tivate learners, and lessen the learners’ fear of humiliation and failures. In the
following section, we review the previous work investigating the role of emotion
and nonverbal behavior in a teaching and learning domain. We also discuss the
prominent role of computer vision and machine learning for automatic recog-
nition of affect and nonverbal behavior that could easily be integrated into
modern learning technology to enhance the teaching and learning outcomes.
2 Related research
There has been a great deal of related research in understanding student af-
fect/emotions in educational contexts. To automate the understanding pro-
cess, machine-learned computational models are recently being combined with
theoretical developments and methodological advances in this context. This
is feasible due to the advances in sensors, digital technologies and machine
learning models, which automatically infer behavioral states associated with
learning activities from machine-readable behavioral signals (e.g., facial ex-
pressions, body poses and movements, eye gaze). These behavioral states are
often linked to student engagement. In this section, we attempt to provide the
most related works covering the above topics.
2.1 Emotions/affects in learning and teaching
Conveying mental and affective information via body gestures and movements
is historically well-researched and long-established (Darwin, 1872/1998). In
particular, unintentional body movements and gestures convey a great deal
of useful information about the affect (McNeill, 1992), as well as reactions to
emotional situations (Wallbott, 1998; Givens, 2002). The concept of emotion,
affect and behavior is often used interchangeably. For example, if affects and
emotions are considered as weather that changes frequently, then behavior
can be seen as a climate. There is no proven theory of emotion that explains
which emotions are important in learning or identifies how emotion influences
are learning (Picard et al., 2004). Emotion is often described as a sponta-
neous feeling derived from one’s circumstance, mood or relation with others
and is often expressed via nonverbal cues such as tone of voice, body pos-
ture/movement, hand gestures and facial expression. Most studies of emotion
do not include the phenomena observed in natural learning situations, such as
interest, boredom or surprise.
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Emotions and learning are symbiotic and vital in creating the setting in
which learning takes place (Shuck et al., 2007). Our emotions are intertwined
with cognition in guiding rational behavior, including memory and decision
making (Woolf et al., 2009). Emotions are considered one of the 12 vital chal-
lenges for the field of cognitive science (Norman, 1981). Recognizing and mod-
eling student’s emotion and behavior has become increasingly important for
effective learning and teaching. Tutors/teachers have valued the role of affect
in learning. They have also recognized the emotional upsets that can interfere
with their mental life. Students’ interests and active engagement are important
in learning (Bransford et al., 2000) and they exhibit behavioral, emotional and
cognitive engagements (Fredricks et al., 2004; Anderson et al., 2004). Students
who are anxious, angry or depressed do not learn well (Perry, 2006; Burleson
and Picard, 2004; Picard et al., 2004). Research suggests that in one-to-one
tutoring, tutors often devote much time in achieving students’ motivational
goals instead of their cognitive and informational goals (Lepper and Hodell,
1989). Numerous studies have addressed emotions involved in learning (Dirkx,
2006; Burleson and Picard, 2004; Picard et al., 2004; Perry, 2006; Reeve, 2001;
Wolfe, 2006), as well as existing research also suggests that the emotion en-
countered within the learning experience implies the deep involvement of the
learner’s psyche (Dirkx, 2006).
There is a rich history of automatic detection of affect/emotions by ana-
lyzing facial expression using machine-learned computational models (Mehta
et al., 2018; Fasel and Luettin, 2003). More recently, it has been used in learn-
ing and teaching environments with the intention of recognizing and moni-
toring of students’ behavior to provide better interventions during learning
(D’Mello et al., 2017; Bahreini et al., 2016; Bosch et al., 2015; Bosch and
D’Mello, 2014; D’Mello, 2013). Much of the earlier work on facial expression-
based affect detection is focused on six basic emotions of anger, fear, sadness,
happiness, disgust, and surprise (see review in (Calvo and D’Mello, 2010; Zeng
et al., 2009)). Recent studies show that such basic emotions are less frequent
in the context of learning (D’Mello, 2013; Woolf et al., 2009) instead in such
scenarios, students’ affective experience consists of learning-focused affective
states such as anxiety, boredom, confusion, engaged concentration, frustra-
tion, and happiness. However, it is still unclear if these states can be detected
with similar fidelity as the basic emotions since the relationships between emo-
tion and facial expression have been thoughtfully designed for decades (Bosch
et al., 2015). Similar relationships are mostly missing in the learning-focused
affective states and still remains an open question.
It is well-known that facial expression conveys much more information
about one’s emotions. However, mechanization of the facial expression faces
technological challenges of accurate detection of faces in an unconstrained en-
vironment, resulting in low resolution faces with varying face poses, lighting
conditions, occlusions by eye glasses and makeup, make it very hard for ma-
chine learning algorithms for accurate recognition. Moreover, it has been shown
that the position of hand at the different part of face convey different emotions
in The Definitive Book of Body Language (Pease and Pease, 2006). Similarly,
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Beattie argues that gestures reflect aspects of our thinking but in a different
way to verbal language in his latest book Rethinking Body Language (Beattie,
2016). Therefore, in many scenarios facial expression is often combined with
other modalities such as hand movements, hand gestures, prosody (pitch and
rhythm of voice) to recognize emotional expressions (Xiao et al., 2013; Zeng
et al., 2009; Busso et al., 2007; Kaliouby and Robinson, 2005; Meservy et al.,
2005).
2.2 Head and eye movements and nonverbal behavior
Most of the existing research on affect recognition is based on facial expres-
sion (Calvo and D’Mello, 2010; Zeng et al., 2009). In order to improve the
performance of automatic recognition of emotions, head movements are often
removed during the pre-processing of video/images (De la Torre and Cohn,
2011). In everyday life, we encounter associations between head, eye move-
ment, and emotional expressions (Karg et al., 2013; Cohn et al., 2004; Keltner,
1995). Research suggests that ratings of human understanding of communica-
tion involving both face and body are 35% more accurate than the face alone
in an experiment involving short observation (under 5 minutes) of expressive
behavior (Ambady and Rosenthal, 1992). Human interpretation of different
social interactions in a variety of situations is most accurate when people can
observe both the face and the body (Ekman and Friesen, 1969). Research also
suggests that in situations where face and body expressions do not provide the
same meaning, the facial expression recognition was biased towards the emo-
tion expressed by the body language (Gelder, 2009). In educational contexts,
body gestures and postures are often used for examining teaching and learning
(see review in (Roth, 2001)). Lately, there is a significant progress in automatic
detection of people, their body parts and facial landmarks (fiducial points) in
images/videos (Cao et al., 2017; Ding and Tao, 2016; Zhao et al., 2003). This
has resulted in advancement of automatic recognition of emotions/behaviour
involving movements of various body-parts and facial landmarks. These move-
ments are easier to access than other information. However, the communicative
functions of head movements are overlooked and fairly unexplored by auto-
matic affect recognition systems in learning and teaching environments. This
study aims to address this issue.
There has been a significant interest in using eye-tracking in learning and
teaching research. Most of the existing research is focused on analyzing eye-
gaze (where one is looking) to understand student behaviors and processes by
analyzing gaze patterns indicating attention (or lack thereof) to relevant inter-
face elements (Zhan et al., 2016; Conati et al., 2013; D’Mello et al., 2012; Math-
ews et al., 2012). Such methods use special devices (eye-trackers) to record
gaze. These eye-trackers estimate gazes from eye movements. In this study, we
focus on relative eye movements to measure spatial spread without considering
any specific interface elements and includes wandering eyes. The goal is to use
eye motions to infer behaviors and its relationships to learning type (reading
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Fig. 1: Different hand-over-face gestures presented in The Definitive Book of
Body Language (Pease and Pease, 2006). These images are taken from this
book.
vs problem-solving) and topic difficulty that is yet to be explored. The pro-
posed method is simple yet efficient and cost-effective that uses a webcam to
infer such behaviors and can easily be integrated with the existing learning
technologies.
2.3 Emotion-adaptive Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs)
There is a significant advancement in sensor technologies, artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning resulting in the development of more personalized
educational systems. These systems are known as Intelligent Tutoring Sys-
tem (ITS). The adaptive nature of such system is that it often uses real-time
emotion/behaviour signals linking student engagement to adjust the teaching
strategy and tries to imitate human teachers. This is called emotion-adaptive
ITS and is a hot topic in ITS community (Mudrick et al., 2017; Forbes-Riley
and Litman, 2012; D’Mello et al., 2010; Woolf et al., 2009; Graesser et al.,
2007; Arroyo et al., 2007; D’Mello et al., 2007; Johns and Woolf, 2006). A
subset of these ITSs focus on dialogue-based interaction by implementing the
natural language processing and is comparable to the conversations that oc-
cur in human tutoring (Graesser et al., 2007; Arroyo et al., 2007; Johns and
Woolf, 2006). The goal is to comprehend natural language, formulate adaptive
responses, and implement pedagogical strategies to help students learn.
A number of researches have recently focused on building ITS that detect
and respond to affective states such as boredom, confusion, frustration, and
anxiety (D’Mello et al., 2017; Kapoor et al., 2007; Arroyo et al., 2009; D’Mello
et al., 2007; Mudrick et al., 2017; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2012; D’Mello
et al., 2010; Woolf et al., 2009). Most of these systems use state-of-the-art
sensing devices and machine learning algorithms to automatically detect stu-
dents’ affect from the live sensor data by monitoring facial-features, speech
contours, body pose, hand gestures, interaction logs, language, and peripheral
physiology (e.g. electromyography, galvanic skin response). These emotion-
adaptive ITSs then dynamically respond to these sensed affective states by
altering their pedagogical and motivational strategies.
The above-mentioned advancement is narrowing the gap between human
teachers and ITSs, but the gap is not closed, not even remotely so. This is
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mainly since there are no software tutors that possess the cognitive awareness
of an actual human teacher, consistency in decision making in different learn-
ing context (e.g. students’ capability, classroom size, learning topics, etc.),
sociodemographic factors (e.g. age, gender, race, etc.) and different educa-
tional environments (e.g. primary schools, colleges, universities, etc.). More-
over, many existing ITSs infer affective states by deploying computer vision
techniques to recognize various upper-body gestures (e.g. Facial expression,
body postures, etc.). Research on upper-body gesture recognition has made
considerable headway in the computer vision community. However, in an ed-
ucational setting, it is still in its infancy. This could be due to the challenge
faced by computer vision researchers to provide a powerful standard language
that can adequately and concisely describe human emotions.
2.4 Hand-over-Face (HoF) gestures in learning and teaching
In natural conversations and social interactions, we often use our hands as a
mean of nonverbal communication (see review (Rautaray and Agrawal, 2015)),
ranging from simple actions (e.g. pointing at objects) to more complex ones
(e.g. expressing feelings). More habitually we put our hands near to our faces
which is often partially covered and has been used as a key for inferencing
affective states (Mahmoud and Robinson, 2011). Pease and Pease (2006) at-
tempt to identify the meaning conveyed by different HoF gestures in their
book, The Definitive Book of Body Language (Fig. 1). It is suggested that dif-
ferent positions and actions of the hand occluding the face can imply different
affective states.
In learning and teaching, researchers mostly focus on facial expressions as
the main channel for emotional communication, however, Gelder (2006) sug-
gests that there are similarities between how the brain reacts to emotional
body languages and how facial expressions are recognized. HoF gestures are
not redundant information; they can emphasize the affective cues communi-
cated through facial expressions. Recently, computer vision algorithms have
been developed to recognize HoF gestures in videos (Mahmoud et al., 2016),
automatically. However, its implications for learning and teaching environment
are unexplored. This study addresses this by looking into its association with
learning context (e.g. reading vs problem-solving) and topic difficulty levels
(e.g. easy, medium and difficult).
The aim of this study is not to explicitly associate HoF to an affective/emotional
state, but rather to measure the frequency of its appearance in different learn-
ing activities and associated difficulty levels of the learning topics. In order
to achieve this, algorithms/software for automatic recognition of the HoF ges-
tures are required. One of the aims of this article is to develop such an al-
gorithm. We propose a novel approach that uses state-of-the-art deep Neural
Network (NN) for recognizing HoF gestures appearing in learning and teach-
ing environment. These HoF gestures (position of the hand on various parts
of the face) could be implicitly linked to seven different emotions (deception,
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suspicious, boredom, interest, thinking, choosing and skepticism) (see Fig. 1).
This will enable an adaptive intelligent tutoring system to take appropriate
corrective actions. For example, notifying the tutors/lecturers, simplifying the
topic content, pace of delivery, etc. This will also provide meaningful insight
into individual interactions/engagement to develop better personalized tutor-
ing process. It is worth noting that not all of these gestures might appear in
the context of learning. Therefore, in this study, we focus on high-level HoF
gestures and their association with different learning activities and difficulty
levels without differentiating the fine-grained HoF gestures (e.g. deception,
boredom, etc.)
2.5 Approaches for measuring student engagement
It is well-known that student engagement plays a critical role in learning.
There is a significant advancement in conceptualizing students’ engagement as
a complex multifaceted and multitemporal concept involving a diverse range
of phenomena, ranging from instantaneous emotional states of interest and joy
to long-term disposition about school (D’Mello et al., 2017). Due to the ad-
vancement of digital technologies the traditional measure of engagement (e.g.
self-reports, questionnaire, interviews, teachers’ or psychologists’ introspective
evaluations and checklists) are being replaced with novel digital measurements.
Nonverbal cues such as facial expressions, head movements and body posture
can indicate students’ frustration (Kapoor et al., 2007). Eye-gaze and head
direction information can express user interest and engagement (Peters et al.,
2010). Automatic measurement of behavioral engagement is carried out by
analyzing facial expressions and facial textures in videos captured using a we-
bcam (Whitehill et al., 2014). Trained coders provided ground-truth ratings
of behavioral engagement using an ordinal scale of 1 (not engaged) to 5 (very
engaged). To measure computer-enabled classroom engagement, Arroyo et al.
(2009) used features consisting of facial expressions and head movements, body
postures such as leaning forward, and movement variability, amount of physio-
logical arousal, and pressure exerted on the mouse. These features are used to
predict self-reported levels of interest, confidence, excitement, and frustration
on 5-point scales using multiple regression models. Body postures and move-
ments are used to measure interest (a component of engagement) by Mota and
Picard (2003). In this work, the ground-truth annotations (high, medium, or
low interest; taking a break; bored; and others) are provided by three teachers.
The above research suggests that digital measurement of gestures and body
movements has significantly advanced the scientific study of student engage-
ment. We propose a data-driven cause-effect approach (difficulty → affect →
gestures) that capitalizes on the explosion of digital learning environments and
advances in computer vision and machine learning techniques to automate the
process. The novelty of our approach is that we explore the cause-effect rela-
tionships as an alternative solution to supervised machine learning algorithms.
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3 Aims and objectives
The overall aim of the study is the automatic detection of natural, uninten-
tional body movements and gestures during computer-mediated learning in a
natural teaching-learning environment and establishing relationships between
these behaviors with learning task types and difficulties. Within this broad
theme, the research consists of four specific objectives:
1. To recognize HoF gestures automatically from low-quality images captured
using a webcam;
2. To measure unintentional, instantaneous, natural body movements and
gestures such as HoF, facial expressions, head pose, head movements and
eye gaze as classroom time progress;
3. To investigate the cause-effect relationships between the above-mentioned
behavioral measurements and the learning task types such as reading and
problem-solving;
4. To study the impact of three levels of difficulty (easy, medium and diffi-
cult) on the above-mentioned measurements within a learning context for
computer science undergraduate students.
We address the above-mentioned objectives via a series of analysis involving
head-and-shoulder video data captured during interactions of undergraduate
computer science students with a laptop used in a natural teaching-learning
environment. Our experimental setup for video data collection is natural, un-
obtrusive and without interfering the subject’s interaction with the learning
materials. This results in naturally-evoked emotional states resulting in various
body movements and gestures to ensure the validity and usability of the data.
Moreover, the various movements and gestures are inferred using a data-driven
approach. For example, HoF gestures is considered as one of the behavioral
cues only after the data capture and is based on our observation of its frequent
appearance while analyzing the video data.
3.1 Current study design
The existing literature review revealed that most of the studies are focused
on detection of naturalistic affective/emotional states in a high degree of
controlled environments such as a laboratory. Therefore, the generalizabil-
ity of the proposed method within real-world scenarios including classroom
and/or computer lab is uncertain. Moreover, the automatic detection of affec-
tive/emotional states are mostly focused on facial expression. By contrast, the
literature on para-linguistic communication and social interaction emphasizes
the importance of body language signals such as head movements, head pose,
body posture, hand movements and HoF gestures in communication (Gelder,
2009; Cook and Goldin-Meadow, 2006; Ambady and Rosenthal, 1992). Some
relevant research has been done on understanding gestures, and posture in ed-
ucational contexts (Kessell and Tversky, 2005; Roth, 2001) but this has been
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fairly unexplored and still in need of automatic computer categorization and
validation.
The present study considers, the HoF gestures and head movements for au-
tomatic understanding of students’ engagement. The HoF gesture is explored
by Whitehill et al. (2014) as a one of the faces of engagement. However, this
study has gone one step ahead by associating it with different learning types
and difficulty level, as well as proposed a novel deep learning model for auto-
matic recognition of HoF gestures. Videos of students’ head-and-shoulders are
captured while they are engaged in a learning environment in which they are
asked to solve exercises linked to the undergraduate computer science topics.
3.2 Scope of this study
Predicting emotions or mental state from body movements and gestures is
difficult and unexplored in educational systems. This is mainly because the
relationship between the gestures and the underlying mental states is context-
dependent and uncertain. Therefore, in this study, we have developed a context-
specific model for inferring affect via observable unintentional gestures (HoF,
facial expression, head movements and eye gaze) performed by students in tu-
toring situations. In this scenario, context refers to learning types (reading vs
problem-solving) and topic difficulty. The correlations between unintentional
gestures and context are often strongly connected via hidden affect/mental
states due to the cause-effect relationships (e.g. difficulty → affect → ges-
tures). These hidden states are difficult to measure, and often multiple states
are involved in producing gestures. Therefore, it is difficult to identify a par-
ticular affect causing a certain gestures. In this article, we take a more specu-
lative approach to find the correlation between gestures and context without
explicit measurement of affect or mental state due to the uncertain nature of
affect-gestures relationships in an educational context. This allows us to un-
cover previously unknown or lesser-known relationships between unintentional
gestures and learning activities/difficulty.
The goal is to develop a data-driven approach to automate the process
of recognizing unintentional instantaneous gestures as well as gestures over
time, to infer their influence (gestures ← affect ← difficulty) on learning
activities/difficulty without explicit measurement of hidden affect or mental
states. In educational contexts, affect or mental states are often considered via
self-reports, interviews, teachers’ or psychologists’ observations and checklists.
These techniques are not only cumbersome and labor-intensive, but also lack
temporal resolution, which is required to grasp the interplay between engage-
ment and learning.
The study also focuses on automating the process of finding cause-effect
(e.g. difficulty → affect → gestures) relationships. The cause (difficulty) is
linked to effect (gestures) via hidden affect/mental states, which are not often
explicitly measurable. Our assumption is that there exists a set of hidden af-
fect/mental states that link the learning context (e.g. topic difficulty) with the
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body gestures. In this study, both learning context and gestures are observ-
able, as well as measurable. Our approach to establish cause-effect relationship
is by varying the cause (e.g. learning types, level of difficulty) and measure
the respective effect, i.e. a change in body movements or gestures, then it can
be inferred that the observed gestures and bodily movements are due to the
possible causes (reverse engineering problem). Once we establish this cause-
effect relationship, then during the inference if certain effects (instantaneous
gestures and body movements) are observed, then one could reason out the
possible causes of these effects. This would allow human tutors or Intelligent
Tutoring Systems (ITS) to take the required appropriate corrective actions.
4 Experimental methods and materials
The following sections describe the subjects, topics and exercises, data record-
ing procedure for capturing the video of head-and-shoulder (upper-body) of
the individual subject while engaging with the learning topics and carrying out
the given exercises. Afterwards, the video data is processed for automatic de-
tection and tracking of faces, eye-gaze and emotional state to understand their
nonverbal behavior in the domain of teaching and learning with a particular
focus on student engagement.
4.1 Participant population
An initial convenience sample of 9 participants was composed of undergrad-
uate computer science students from Edge Hill University. All the subjects
were male students and the experimental data for this study is recorded in
two separate sessions: (1) five students in one session and (2) four in another
session. The sample consists of five first year, one second year and three third
year undergraduate students. The participation in this study is voluntary and
is not linked to any module and/or program/pathways. Ethical approval for
the data capturing was sought from the respective ethics committee, and all
students signed an informed-consent form before participating in the exper-
iments. Furthermore, all students gave written consent to the publication of
their facial images.
4.2 Learning topics and exercises
The topics and the linked exercises are carefully designed to fit the undergrad-
uate computer science students. To monitor nonverbal behavior linked to stu-
dent engagement, we have selected learning topics based on the increased level
of difficulty. To identify the appropriate level of difficulty, we consider easy,
medium and difficult topics, and the respective linked exercises in the context
of undergraduate computer science teaching and learning. We use five expe-
rienced computer science tutors’ introspective evaluations in which the topic
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(a) Capture setup (b) Example images from head-and-shoulder
video
Fig. 2: Experimental setup and data capturing.
Table 1: Learning topics, linked exercises and their respective duration.
Learning Activities Description Level Duration (min)
Topic 1 Manipulation of negative numbers Easy 5
Exercise 1 Evaluate the given arithmetic expression Easy 5
Topic 2 Fibonacci computation Medium 10
Exercise 2 Finding missing Fibonacci number Medium 5
Topic 3 Finding Longest Common Sequence (LCS) Difficult 10
Exercise 3 Complete an LCS table of six rows and five columns Difficult 5
difficulty is decided by one tutor and verified by four others. The easy learning
topic is the manipulation (addition, subtraction, division and multiplication)
of negative numbers. This topic-linked exercise is to compute the outputs of
given arithmetic expressions involving negative numbers. The medium learn-
ing topic is the Fibonacci computation (Ball, 2003), which is often used in the
undergraduate computer science domain. The exercise is to compute a missing
Fibonacci number in a sequence of three consecutive numbers. The final topic
is a difficult one and is to find the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) in two
sequences. This is a classic computer science problem and is the basis of data
comparison and often used in Bioinformatics (Hirschberg, 1977). The exercise
is to complete a LCS table consisting of six rows and five columns.
The students were given learning materials in advance and enough time
to get familiar with the learning topics before carrying out the respective
exercises. The experimental setup is based on lectorials, which are a 10-15
minutes mix of lecture (in our experiment, it is slides) and tutorial task, then
changing quickly (Cavanagh, 2011). It is suggested that this is appropriate for
mathematics-based content as is the case for our topics. The total duration
is 40 minutes (three lectorials covering three different topics in Table 1) in
our experiments. This is based on the decline of student attention after 40
minutes of learning activities (Bligh, 2002). The breakdown of the topics and
the corresponding exercises are given in Table 1.
The learning materials provided are in the form of PowerPoint slides in a
single presentation file. Students are required to go through these slides during
the session. The exercises are embedded at the end of the respective topic. The
order in which the topics and exercises appear in the slides, is presented in
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Table 1 from top to bottom row (i.e. topic 1→ exercise 1→ topic 2→ exercise
2 → topic → exercise 3). At the end of each sub-session (learning topic and
exercise duration), students were verbally informed to move to the next sub-
session. These time points, i.e. start and end of each sub-session are recorded
for the topic and exercise-specific analysis of the students’ engagement. It is
noted that the research aim is to understand the nonverbal behavior linked
to the student engagement rather than evaluating the capability of individual
students for completing the given task, i.e. right or wrong answers and whether
completed or not.
4.3 Experimental setup for video data capturing
The data capturing procedure was carried out in a classroom using a standard
laptop with inbuilt webcam, which is normally positioned at the top-middle
of the monitor. A video recording application was developed to capture the
video of the head-and-shoulders of the students while working with a laptop.
The laptop is placed on a desktop table (typical classroom setup), and the
students were seated on chair to work on the laptop. The position of the laptop
monitor placed in a such a way that it would capture the head-and-shoulder of
the student (Fig. 2a). The recording software was working in the background
without interfering with the subject’s laptop activities. The recording software
was set to record video stream of standard resolution of 640x480 (width and
height) and a frame rate of 15.
5 Video date processing and measuring nonverbal engagement
A total of 9 videos (one for each participant) were recorded with a duration of
approximately 40 minutes (∼40x60x15 = 36,000 frames) each. Given the sheer
volume of video data (∼ 4 hours of video with 320,000 images), it is difficult
to annotate emotions, head pose and eye gaze. Therefore, we used the state-
of-the-art IntraFace tool (De la Torre et al., 2015) for automatic detection and
tracking of faces and the respective fiducial points in the videos. The tool also
provides the frame-level recognition of five emotions (sad, happy, surprised,
neutral and disgusted). It has been shown that the detection and recognition
performance of the proposed algorithm is excellent and comparable to other
state-of-the-art techniques developed over past two decades (Shan et al., 2009).
Most of these algorithms perform very well (accuracy > 95% on the Extended
Cohn-Kanade dataset) in recognizing the above emotions by analyzing facial
expressions in images containing the head-and-shoulder of a single person, as
is the case in our experimental setup. The accuracy of the algorithm developed
by (De la Torre et al., 2015) is 96.4% and is superior to them. Moreover, the
algorithm is computationally inexpensive to run in real-time using a webcam
on a standard PC/laptop.
The HoF gestures involve different shapes of the hand positioned on vari-
ous facial regions (Fig. 1), resulting in the occlusion of a significant portion of
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Fig. 3: Some examples of hand-over-face gestures.
the face. It is well-known that such occlusions hinder the automatic recogni-
tion performance of above-mentioned five emotions (De la Torre et al., 2015).
Therefore, the proposed HoF gestur recognition algorithm first separates the
HoF images and then the facial expression analysis algorithm is applied on the
rest of the images for the automatic emotion recognition. This creates a clear
distinction between HoF gestures and the facial expression.
5.1 Hand-over-Face (HoF) gestures recognition
In this section, we mainly focus on the automatic recognition of hand-over-face
(HoF) gestures from images. The goal is to develop a tool/classifier, which will
assign a label (HoF or not) to a given image, automatically without human
intervention and is a computer vision problem.
Computer vision-based emotion/behavior recognition often depends on
three main steps: 1) feature extraction, 2) feature representation and 3) clas-
sification/recognition. Feature extraction involves image processing to extract
features that reflect the intrinsic content of the images. These features are
often based on color, texture and edges of objects. Feature representation is
the process of organizing the above-mentioned image features in one single
vector, commonly referred to as a feature vector. Finally, this feature vector
is used for classifying images by applying machine learning algorithms. Over
the last decade, various feature extraction and representation processes are of-
ten designed manually, widely known as feature engineering. Most commonly
used handcrafted features are scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) (Lowe,
2004), spatio-temporal interest points (STIP) (Laptev, 2005) and histogram
of oriented gradients (HOG) (Dalal and Triggs, 2005). These features dom-
inated in this domain due to their superior performance. Recently, feature
learning techniques are being developed to replace manual feature engineer-
ing. These techniques allow an algorithm to learn/discover such features from
input images without relying on explicit algorithms. This is feasible due to the
advancement of deep Neural Networks (NN) (Yosinski et al., 2014; Razavian
et al., 2014), which outperformed handcrafted features in many important
recognition tasks. Deep NN allows multiple processing layers to learn feature
representations with multiple levels of abstraction, automatically from input
images through a hierarchical learning process. Such models learn from very
general (e.g. edges, color blobs or corners) to more complex features (e.g.
shapes or high-level structures) as we move from the first to the last layer. In
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this paper, we explore both handcrafted features and deep NN feature repre-
sentations to compare the recognition performance of HoF gestures.
For the learned feature representation, we use the state-of-the-art deep
models such as VGG-16 (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), Inception-V3 (Szegedy
et al., 2016) and Inception ResNet-V2 (Szegedy et al., 2017). These models are
trained on natural images in ImageNet dataset (Russakovsky et al., 2015) con-
sisting 1.2 million images with 1,000 classes. These models are used to extract
the learned high-level features from the last-layer. For handcrafted features,
we have used the HOG (Dalal and Triggs, 2005). The features are fed into a
machine learning algorithm to perform the HoF recognition task. Two differ-
ent machine learning algorithms are used for the performance comparison: 1)
Standard linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) and 2) propose a novel deep
NN (Fig. 4b) classifier.
5.1.1 Linear SVM-based recognition
For a baseline, we use linear SVM (Fan et al., 2008) algorithm, which is a
discriminative classifier and is widely used for solving a variety of classification
tasks. For HoF classification, the algorithm takes the image feature vectors and
associated labels (HoF or not) as inputs and constructs a hyperplane or a set
of hyperplanes in a high-dimensional feature space, during the training stages.
The algorithm uses these hyperplanes to provide a binary output (HoF or not)
for a given image feature.
5.1.2 Proposed deep Neural Network (NN) based classification
Recently, deep learning has repeatedly demonstrated its superior performance
on a wide variety of visual recognition tasks. Inspired by this development,
we propose a novel deep NN architecture for recognizing HoF gestures in im-
ages. The architecture consists of multiple processing layers involving Fully-
Connected (FC), Dropout and Softmax layers (Fig. 4b). When a feature vector
is fed into the model, it is processed at each layer as it moves from the first
layer to the last layer. At each layer, a non-linear transformation is applied to
generate the respective output. The transformation consists of Convolution,
Pooling, Dropout, Batch Normalization (BN) or rectified linear units (ReLU)
(Szegedy et al., 2017, 2016). The procedure continues until the final Softmax
layer to produce the output consisting the classification label of HoF or not.
The number of layers and the dropout rate (Fig. 4b) are experimentally de-
termined by considering the best performance on the HoF dataset. The model
is trained using RMSProp optimizer (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012), which is
an effective gradient descent algorithm and is widely used to train a neural
network.
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(a) Performance comparison using the ROC
Curve
(b) Proposed deep Neural Network (NN)
model
Fig. 4: The proposed deep Neural Network (NN) performs better than the
SVM approach (except for HOG feature).
Table 2: Hand-over-face recognition performance using proposed deep Neural
Network (NN) and its comparison to the baseline approaches using Support
Vector Machines (SVM).
Linear SVM (baseline) Proposed Approach (deep NN)
Image Features ACC (%) AP (%) F1-Score AUROC ACC (%) AP (%) F1-Score AUROC
HOG 70.24 76.44 0.702 0.702 65.01 76.16 0.623 0.756
VGG-16 79.91 86.63 0.796 0.799 80.87 82.85 0.808 0.875
Inception ResNet-V2 80.17 87.69 0.801 0.802 83.28 88.28 0.832 0.897
Inception-V3 79.65 88.60 0.794 0.797 86.87 89.24 0.862 0.918
5.1.3 Evaluation of HoF gestures recognition model
In order to evaluate the proposed HoF recognition model, we use a subset of
the original dataset and consist of 98,955 training and 59,980 testing images.
This is mainly due to the large volume of the video data, significant imbalance
in the amount of HoF frames versus the rest, and memory limitations (fit into
32 GB RAM and 8GB of GPU). The images within the subset are selected by
using a sequential sampling process that chooses d desired images from a set of
n images by considering the temporal position of images in a video sequence.
The training images are sampled from six videos (from six students), which
are randomly selected. Similarly, the testing images are sampled from the rest
of the three videos considering the same sequential sampling process. The aim
is to split the subset into student-wise training and testing images, so that the
model can be tested on unseen students to ensure the real-world application.
The HoF gesture labelling is done by two experienced computer science tutors.
The criterion is whether participants’ hand appear over the face or not.
In this experiment, we use the default image size of 224 × 224 for VGG-
16 and 299 × 299 for Inception-V3 and Inception ResNet-V2 models to ex-
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tract the respective learned feature. We use the image size of 128 × 128 to
extract the handcrafted HOG feature. These features are used by both the
SVM and the proposed deep NN (Fig. 4b) for recognizing HoF. We use the
standard well-known evaluation criteria of accuracy (ACC), Average Precision
(AP) linking recall and precision, F1-measure (aka F1-score) and Area under
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Curve (AUROC). ACC gives the
percentage of correct predictions. It assigns equal cost to false positives and
false negatives. Whereas, AP summarizes precision-recall curve. The F1-score(
F1 = 2× R×PR+P
)
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
The performance of the proposed approach using the HoF dataset is shown
in Table 2. It is evident that the performance using learned deep features
(VGG-16, Inception-V3 and Inception ResNet-V2) is better than the hand-
crafted HOG feature for both SVM and the proposed deep NN. In SVM-based
classification, the performance of Inception ResNet-V2 (Szegedy et al., 2017) is
better (ACC: 80.17%) than the rest. The performance using the handcrafted
HOG feature is 70.24% (ACC) and the learned deep features outperformed
this by approximately 10%.
The performance using our deep NN (Fig. 4b) is better than the SVM
except for the HOG feature. This shows the importance of the proposed deep
NN. Out of all features, Inception-V3 (Szegedy et al., 2016) performed (ACC:
86.87%) better than the rest. The other metrics (AP, F-score and AUROC) are
also far better than the rest. The performance comparison using ROC curve
is shown in Fig. 4a.
Recently, Mahmoud et al. (2016) have used multi-modal approach for clas-
sifying HoF gestures in videos. They reported that their multi-modal fusion
approach achieved the classification accuracy of 83% by combing HOG (Dalal
and Triggs, 2005) and STIP (Laptev, 2005) handcrafted features. Our ap-
proach uses uni-modal feature and performs better than Mahmoud et al. (Mah-
moud et al., 2016). Moreover, our approach infers HoF gestures using images
from webcams and is a challenging problem due to the low-quality and absence
of temporal information. Furthermore, the HoF gestures appear naturally in
a teaching-learning context whereas, the dataset used by Mahmoud et al. is
recorded specifically for HoF gestures. Microsoft Kinect sensors with HD cam-
eras are used to capture high-quality data in an experimental observation suite.
5.2 Other emotions in learning environments
In classrooms, the emotional dimension often focuses on mental states that are
relevant to students’ emotional involvement during learning activities such as
enthusiasm, interest and enjoyment (Meyer and Turner, 2002). There are six
basic emotions (happy, sad, surprise, disgust, fear and anger), that are widely
experienced in different human cultures (Ekman, 1992). In this work, other
than HoF gestures, we also look into emotions such as happy, sad, surprise,
disgust, and neutral within a tutoring environment.
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(a) Fiducial
points
(b) These points are on students’ faces (c) Head Pose (d) Eye Gaze
Fig. 5: Facial feature extraction using IntraFace tool: a-b) 1-12 fiducial points,
c) Head pose measured in degrees using Pitch, Yaw and Roll, d) spherical
coordinates representing eye gaze angles θ and φ in degrees.
5.3 Facial fiducial points detection for measuring head movements
Most of the automatic face recognition systems rely on the detection and
recognition of certain fiducial points or landmarks; for example, the eyes, the
nose, the mouth etc. The position and spatial arrangements of these points
in a given image are often used for recognizing faces (Chellappa et al., 1995).
Using the IntraFace tool, we process each video and extract 12 fiducial points
in every frame as shown in Fig. 5a. In our analysis, we will be using the
relative positions of these points in frames to measure the head movements in
the image plane.
The movements are measured in pixels and therefore, the change in dis-
tance between a subject and the camera would cause inaccurate measurement.
To minimize this, we use the interocular distance to normalize the movements
to make sure that we can measure them with the same gauge. Moreover, the
accuracy of the interocular distance is based on the accurate location of both
eyes in an image. The location accuracy is not a problem for frontal view since
the images captured using a laptop-screen mounted webcam mostly contain
the head-and-shoulder of the participant. However, when there is an occlusion
of one or both eyes, e.g. due to a hand-over-face gestures or the participant
turning their head, then the interocular distance is not measurable. In this sce-
nario, we use the most recent measured interocular distance of a given subject.
This is due to the fact that while working with a laptop the distance between a
given participant’s head-and-shoulder and the laptop-screen mounted webcam
does not vary significantly.
5.4 Head pose measurements
The head pose is represented as pitch, yaw and roll angles in degrees. Move-
ment around the longitudinal axis is termed roll, motion about the perpendic-
ular axes is called yaw, and the motion about the lateral axis is called pitch.
Their range is measured between -180 and 180 degrees and is shown in Fig. 5c.
In our measurements, the relative pose in degrees will be used for measuring
the head turns.
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5.5 Eye gaze measurements
The eye gaze for both left and right eye is separately measured and represented
using the spherical coordinates system. The IntraFace tool represents gaze
using two angles in degrees. The first angle is called theta (θ) which represents
the azimuth (with positive values when looking at the left of the screen),
and the second one is named phi (φ) that shows the elevation concerning the
horizontal plane (see Fig. 5d). Their range is between -180 and 180 degrees. If
a face is detected in an image, then there will be four measurements (left eye:
θ and φ; right eye: θ and φ) per face. Like in previous measures, we also use
the relative gaze orientation (difference in θ and φ) information for measuring
engagement with respect to eye movements.
6 Relations between nonverbal behaviors and student engagement
As mentioned earlier, existing research has proved that the student engagement
in a learning context is often exhibited by their nonverbal behavior patterns
(e.g. body poses and movements, head and eye movements, facial expressions).
These behavior patterns are captured and analyzed using machine learning
algorithms to better understand the quality of engagement. In this section, we
use a data-driven approach to establish relationships between instantaneous
unintentional gestures (HoF, facial expression, head movements and eye gaze)
and learning activities/difficulty. This would provide an implicit link to student
engagement.
There are 36,000 samples for every feature (head movement, eye gaze,
emotion, etc.), i.e. one sample per frame and there are 36,000 frames per video
file. To analyze and plot results, we use a window of one-minute (i.e. 900 frames
for a frame rate of 15 frames/second). The average over this one-minute video
clip (average over 900 samples) is used for our final analysis. Therefore, there
are 40 samples/feature per video (40 minutes) which represent an average
value over a one-minute video clip. We also consider the average value of nine
students. All of our plots and results are based on this average value over 40
minutes.
6.1 Student engagement as study time progress
In our analysis, we formulate the movements as (a) acute (instantaneous) and
(b) chronic (long-term). The acute movements are considered by measuring
the changes in the current frame with respect to the frame obtained one-second
before, i.e. if the current frame is fc than the difference in feature values is
|fc − fc−15| for a frame rate of 15 frames/second. The chronic movements
are computed by measuring the difference in feature values in each frame
and the mean feature values, which is computed by considering all frames
within a given video. These mean values are computed per 40 minutes video
representing the engagement activities of a single participant.
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Fig. 6: Normalized head movements over a duration of 40 minutes learning
activities and the respective trend lines.
6.1.1 Head movements
The head movements are measured using the 12 landmarks (fiducial points)
as described earlier. Each landmark is represented as x, y position which is a
pixel location in the image plane. For 12 landmarks, there are 24 positional
values (12 times x, y position) for each frame. For acute head movements,
we compute a displacement vector of dimension 24 by taking the absolute
difference in positions of landmarks in the current frame and the respective
positions in the fame obtained before 15 frames. The average displacement
values are obtained by considering all frames within the one-minute video
clip. Then, we consider the average over all students (9 students). Finally, we
compute the average over 24 displacement values to represent a single value
representing one-minute video clip. Similarly, we compute the chronic head
movements, but the only difference is that displacement vector is considered
by taking the absolute difference in positions of landmarks in the current frame
and the respective mean positions computed over the whole video. Fig 6 shows
the head movements as classroom learning and teaching progress.
From Fig 6, it is clear that both chronic and acute head movements are
increasing over time. In our experimental setup, the difficulty level of learning
topics and exercises increases over time. This links the behavioral engagement
regarding head movements over time as the chronic head movement is sig-
nificantly more as time progress. This implies during difficult task/exercises
students’ heads tend to be more mobile. The severity of head movements
could be linked to the sign of disengagement and apathy. This would provide
a cue to the lecturer/tutor for taking appropriate steps to counter this. The
other interesting observation is that this particular session is monotonic, i.e.
students using a laptop for their learning and there is minimal interaction
with their tutor and fellow students. It is well-known that the upper limit of
the human brain’s capacity to pay focused attention to a lecture is about 20
minutes (Davis, 2008). This means their boredom might be increasing due to
this monotonic activity. The head movements could be a sign of this boredom.
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(a) Chronic (b) Acute
Fig. 7: Head pose measured in degrees (pitch, yaw and roll) over 40 minutes
and their respective trend lines (linear).
Table 3: Average of relative head pose and eye gaze in degrees over 40 minutes
duration across all students.
Head Pose (degrees) Left Eye Gaze (degrees) Right Eye Gaze (degrees)
Pitch Yaw Roll Theta (θ) Phi (φ) Theta (θ) Phi (φ)
Chronic 5.42 5.58 4.41 9.91 7.22 10.81 7.21
Acute 2.51 3.06 1.66 8.58 5.56 9.38 5.46
Over the 40 minutes duration, the average normalized chronic head movement
(0.41) is more than the acute one (0.11).
6.1.2 Head poses
The head poses are measured using the 3-dimension feature vector that in-
cludes pitch, yaw and roll angles in degrees. The relative head pose (or ori-
entation) is measured the same way as described in the previous section for
measuring head movements. We compute both acute head pose and chronic
head pose for our evaluation and is computed using similar strategies described
in the above head movements. Fig 7 shows these head poses over the study
time. From this figure, it is observed that the relative pose for both the acute
head pose and the chronic head pose increases over time. This is similar to
the head movements shown in Fig. 6 and the same argument can be applied
here as well, i.e. the higher changes in head poses can be observed as time pro-
gresses in a given monotonic learning activity. Also, the higher changes in head
poses could be observed when the difficulty level of learning topics and exercise
increases. The average values in degrees over 40 minutes duration across all
students is provided in Table 3. It is noted that the relative yaw orientation
is slightly more than the pitch but both are significantly more than the roll.
This is due to students learning activity is carried out using a laptop and the
relative roll orientation is more likely to be less because of the monitor size is
small (19 inches) and fixed.
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(a) Chronic (b) Acute
Fig. 8: Relative eye gaze measured in degrees over a duration of 40 minutes
and the respective trend lines (linear).
6.1.3 Eye gaze
The gaze for each eye is measured using 2-dimensional vector consisting of
angles θ and φ and is described earlier. Both acute eye gaze and chronic eye
gaze are computed similarly to the head movements by considering the relative
orientations of θ and φ. The chronic eye gaze and acute eye gaze over time is
presented in the respective Fig 8a and Fig 8b. From the figure, it is evident
that relative gaze for both acute eye gaze and chronic eye gaze increases over
time. This is aligned with the previous observation of head movements and
head poses. This implies eye movement increases as time progress in a given
monotonic learning activity. Moreover, the amount of eye movements could
be linked to the difficulty level of learning topics and exercises, i.e. one could
observe higher eye movements for difficult problem and could be linked to
boredom, disengagement and off-task behavior (Godwin et al., 2013). Over
the 40 minutes duration, the average chronic and acute relative eye gaze in
degrees across all students are presented in Table 3. The trend is maintained
like in previous observations of head movements and head poses in which
chronic movements are significantly more than the acute.
6.1.4 Emotions and HoF gestures
In order to evaluate the emotional engagement of the learner, we automatically
detect the important affective states (happy, sad, surprise, disgust, neutral and
hand-over-face) of a learner. Each frame is labeled with either HoF gestures
or an emotion (happy, sad, surprise, disgust and neutral) and associated prob-
ability. If a frame is assigned with multiple emotions, then we consider the
emotion with the highest probability as the main one. Then the number of
emotions within an one-minute video clip is computed by simply counting and
then each emotion is represented as a percentage by dividing the total number
of frames within the one-minute video clip. Finally, we compute the average of
emotional appearance over all students. The six various emotions over time is
shown in Fig. 9 and the average value over 40 minutes video across all subjects
is presented in Table 4.
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Fig. 9: Average percentage of happy, sad, surprise, disgust
and neutral emotions, and hand-over-face (HoF) gestures












From Fig 9, it is clear that the emotion-neutral is decreasing as time
progress whereas HoF is increasing. The rest of the emotions are approxi-
mately steady. We found that the HoF gestures is novel and quite frequent in
a learning domain and has not been reported earlier. It is also observed that
the least emotions (< 10%, Table 4) are happiness (5.64%), disgusted (7.46%)
and surprise (2.45%). The similar observation in the recent studies (D’Mello,
2013; Bosch and D’Mello, 2014) shows these emotions are infrequent in a learn-
ing domain. However, in our study, the average emotion of sadness is 13.89%.
This contradicts the above studies which show the sadness emotion is least
likely to occur in a learning environment. This could be due to the inference
in the above studies is based on affect judgments by students themselves, un-
trained and trained peers. Whereas, in our cases, we use computer vision and
machine learning techniques for automatic detection of such emotions. More-
over, the detected emotions are linked to the context of the undergraduate
computer science topics, and therefore there is a possibility of the appearance
of context-dependent emotions.
6.2 Student engagement linked to reading, problem-solving and its difficulty
level
In this section, we look into the nonverbal engagement associated with the
specific task and their difficulty level. Earlier, it is mentioned that students
are required to find solutions for given exercises. Before each exercise (Table
1), students were given learning materials covering that exercise topic. These
learning materials are provided in the form of slides and students were given a
fixed amount of time to go through these learning materials before attempting
the exercises. The time spent on each exercise also fixed (Table 1).
6.2.1 Emotions and HoF gestures
Fig 10 shows the neutral and disgusted emotions, as well as HoF gestures
linked to different learning activities. Each column is associated with a specific
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Fig. 10: Neutral and disgusted emotions, and hand-over-face gestures and
their respective trend lines (linear) linked to reading and problem-solving ac-
tivities with various difficulty level. From top to bottom, row 1: reading, row
2: problem-solving and from left to right, column 1: easy, column 2: medium
and column 3: difficult.
topic - column 1: negative numbers (easy), column 2: Fibonacci computation
(medium) and column 3: longest common subsequence (difficult). In each col-
umn, the top plot represents the emotions exhibited while students were going
through the learning materials and the bottom plot shows while solving the
respective linked exercise. From the figure, the neutral and HoF gestures are
prominent.
It is noted earlier that the emotion “disgusted” appears infrequent in learn-
ing domain (Table 4). It is clearly evident that the trend line slope of the HoF
gestures gets steeper (bottom row: left-to-right) as the difficulty level increases,
i.e. bottom-left (easy): slope = 0.0143, bottom-middle (medium): slope = 0.064
and bottom-right (difficult): slope = 0.0955. This implies students are more
likely to move their hand over their face when they solve a difficult problem.
The other noticeable observation is that the same slopes appear in the first
row is very small (left-to-right: 0.0294, 0.0086 and 0.0002) except the first one.
The high slope (0.0294) in the beginning could be linked to the beginning
of the session and students are more inclined to engage towards the learn-
ing materials. Overall, it can be concluded that while engaging with reading,
students are less likely to exhibit HoF gestures (first row - less than 25%)
and when they switched to solving the problem, the HoF gestures increases
significantly (can go up to 50% for the difficult task). This is clearly visible
in Fig 11, and the average values are presented in Table 5 (last column). As
the HoF gestures increases the neutral emotion decreases (negative slope in
the trend line) while solving the exercises (bottom row). However, it stays
approximately at the same level (negligible slope) during reading. The HoF
gestures appears more during problem-solving (Table 5) than reading learn-
ing materials. In both reading and problem-solving, it increases with the level
of difficulty with the only exception in the level medium in problem-solving
(Fig 11 and Table 5). Similarly, the sadness, happy and surprised emotions are
presented in Table 5. It is observed that these emotions are quite infrequent.
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Table 5: Average classroom emotions linked to reading learning materials,
solving related exercises and their respective level. T → learning materials for
a given topics and E → exercise linked to the corresponding topic (HoF →
hand-over-face).
Learning Activity Difficulty Sad (%) Happy (%) Surprised (%) Neutral (%) Disgusted (%) HoF (%)
Reading T1 - easy 9.44 7.54 1.43 57.47 7.92 16.20
T2 - medium 16.53 5.21 1.73 49.84 6.61 20.06
T3 - difficult 13.93 5.43 3.78 48.12 8.57 20.18
problem-solving E1 - easy 13.34 2.28 2.06 49.86 8.65 23.79
E2 - medium 19.12 4.50 1.59 48.18 6.77 19.84
E3 - difficult 8.23 9.48 3.54 42.26 6.00 30.46
Fig. 11: HoF gestures linked to reading learning materials, solving related
exercises and their respective levels.
6.2.2 Head movements
Fig 12 displays both the chronic and acute head movements in reading and
engaging with the problem-solving activity along with the respective complex-
ity level (easy, medium and difficult). The respective average movement values
are presented in Table 6. From both the Fig 12 and Table 6, it is very clear
that the chronic head movements during problem-solving is much higher than
the respective values during reading. The normalized chronic movements dur-
ing solving difficult problem (0.58) is much more than the respective medium
(0.36) and easy (0.49) problem. The chronic movements during problem solv-
ing involving three different difficulty (easy, medium and difficult) levels are
much more higher than the respective chronic movements during reading task.
This suggests that the head dynamics is more prominent during problem solv-
ing activity if students find it difficult to solve. It is also observed that the
value decreases while engaging with reading for the easy and the medium level
topics (Fig 12) but it increases in the difficult level. While engaging with the
exercises, it increases for both the easy and the difficult level but decreases
during the medium level. There is not much prominent change in the acute
head movements during various levels of activity. This could be due to that
the current measurement is compared to the previous measurement taken one
second before. In the near future, we would like to explore this by considering
multiple comparisons.
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Table 6: Average of relative normalized head movements, head pose and eye
gaze (left and right) in degrees linked to reading learning materials, solving
related exercises and their respective level. T → learning materials for a given
topics and E → exercise linked to the corresponding topic.
Normalized Head Pose Left Eye Gaze Right Eye Gaze
Learning Activity Level head motion Pitch Yaw Roll θ φ θ φ
Chronic
T1 - easy 0.32 4.56 5.58 3.23 9.25 6.09 10.27 6.35
Reading T2 - medium 0.34 5.16 5.18 4.35 10.00 7.08 10.71 6.93
T3 - difficult 0.42 5.52 5.56 4.41 9.67 7.29 10.61 7.20
E1 - easy 0.49 4.98 4.95 4.12 9.28 6.76 10.19 6.65
problem-solving E2 - medium 0.36 5.61 5.52 4.71 10.16 6.94 10.60 7.13
E3 - difficult 0.58 6.84 7.10 5.70 11.28 9.24 12.75 9.29
Acute
T1 - easy 0.10 2.34 3.13 1.34 8.07 5.23 9.01 5.09
Reading T2 - medium 0.12 2.68 3.12 1.90 8.87 5.56 9.50 5.45
T3 - difficult 0.11 2.50 2.99 1.65 8.97 5.67 9.92 5.56
E1 - easy 0.09 2.38 2.45 1.54 7.57 5.33 8.31 5.29
problem-solving E2 - medium 0.09 2.28 2.63 1.56 8.10 4.85 8.74 4.84
E3 - difficult 0.12 2.72 4.03 1.74 9.24 6.56 10.14 6.40
6.2.3 Head poses
The relative head pose (pitch, yaw and roll) for both chronic and acute is
measured in degrees. The average movements per activity are shown in Table
6. It is noticed that the same trend as in head movements, i.e. the chronic
relative head pose is significantly more than the acute one and within the
chronic, the relative head pose during problem-solving is more than during
reading, and increases with the topic difficulty. In both head pose and head
movements (Table 6), it is also observed that the measured chronic and acute
values increase with the topic difficulty in each activity (learning and problem-
solving) except in acute reading. However, in the acute reading the difference
is very small (average relative head poses < 0.20 degree and average relative
head movements < 0.01). The head poses linking learning task types and their
difficulty level is shown in the supplementary figure (Fig 13). It is observed that
the relative chronic head poses during solving difficult problem is higher than
the rest. There is not any significant changes in the slope of the graph during
solving difficult problem as the task progresses. Similar observation is observed
for the relative acute head poses. In comparison to the head movements, there
is not much difference between the chronic and the acute head pose, and
could be due to the students are being engaged with a laptop which has a
small display (19 inch) area. Thus, there is a little chance of significant change
in head pose.
6.2.4 Eye gaze
For both left and right eyes, the relative gaze movements are captured in two
angles (θ and φ) in degrees using spherical coordinates as described earlier.
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Fig. 12: Normalized relative head movements (chronic and acute) and their
respective trend lines (linear) linked to reading learning materials, solving
related exercises and their respective level (easy, medium and difficult).
The average chronic and acute gaze movements of both eyes are presented in
Table 6. The observations are similar to the head movements, and head poses
described in the previous section, i.e. the measured values in the chronic gaze
movement is more than the respective acute. We have also provided the rela-
tive eye gazes linking task types and their difficulty level in the accompanied
supplementary figure (Fig 14). The similar trend as in head movements (Fig.
12) and relative head pose (Fig. 13) is observed. The measurements during
the problem-solving are more prominent than the reading activity in both the
chronic and acute measurements. It is also observed that within each activity,
the gaze movements increase with the problem difficulties except the θ values
(both left and right eyes) in the chronic reading. It is also noticed that the
relative changes in degrees are more significant in the eye gazes than the head
poses. This is mainly due to the students being engaged with a laptop which
has a small display (19 inch) area. Thus, there is a little chance of signifi-
cant change in head pose i.e. in such scenarios, the head and eye movements
are more prominent than the relative head pose. Therefore, in such scenarios
the head and eye movements are vital cues and more appropriate for emotion
indicators.
7 Discussion
Increasing personalization (‘fit-for-everyone’) has emerged as a key challenge
for teachers, researchers and educational institutions. Subsequently, many of
the current learning technologies/tools are designed to measure learner’s en-
gagement and their capacity by exploring their behavioral cues (e.g. emo-
tions, effective states, body language). There is some extent of automation
or semi-automation in monitoring such behavior in a classroom environment;
however, most of such tools are focused on measuring engagement using tradi-
tional techniques such as self-reports, teachers’ introspective evaluations and
checklists. These techniques are not only cumbersome and labor-intensive but
also lack temporal resolution which is required to grasp the interplay between
engagement and learning. Moreover, in some cases, it captures the students’
compliance rather than their engagement (Whitehill et al., 2014). More re-
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cently, (semi-)automated tools have been developed to monitor learner’s affec-
tive states (e.g. emotions) to understand effective student engagement (Bosch
et al., 2015; Bosch and D’Mello, 2014; D’Mello, 2013; Calvo and D’Mello, 2010;
Woolf et al., 2009). These tools are mostly focused on facial expression as a
key channel for modeling and recognizing affective states.
In this section, we will first discuss the limitation of the current study
before discussing the implications of the major findings and for future work
with automatic monitoring of nonverbal behavior for personalized education.
7.1 Limitations of the current study
Regarding participants, our sample of convenience consists of university stu-
dents but has not included female learners, which is important as gender in-
fluences body language (Boker et al., 2011). This was because we had no
volunteers from female students. It would have been helpful to the study to
include a larger sample size with an equal number of male and female students
from each year group. The detection and measurement of nonverbal behavior
does not examine the students’ interest, capacity, prior subject knowledge or
enthusiasm. Regarding detection and measurements, the study relies heavily
on the automatic detection of faces and six basic emotions using the IntraFace
tool (De la Torre et al., 2015). However, this tool is state-of-the-art, and the
recognition performance is better in comparison to other techniques. The ac-
quired facial landmark positions, head pose and eye movements are computed
in the image plane and would have been advantageous if these measurements
are carried out in real-world coordinates. Nevertheless, the real-world measure-
ments would have been much more tedious, laborious and complicated since
it requires sophisticated sensing technologies and specialized environments in
which students might not display their natural behavior. Moreover, the pro-
posed method uses a low-cost webcam fixed on a laptop and can be deploy-able
in any environment. The distance of the head-and-shoulder from the laptop’s
monitor is not a major issue since students were using the same laptop for
their learning activity during the experiment. The used metric for detecting
nonverbal behaviors linked to engagement is limited since it does not examine
constructivist or active engagement.
7.2 Implications of the current study
In this study, we extend the prior research on affective state recognition in the
context of learning and teaching (Whitehill et al., 2014; D’Mello, 2013; Calvo
and D’Mello, 2010; Woolf et al., 2009) and is arguably the most in-depth study
on this topic today. Extensive and ongoing research has examined what kind of
affective states should be utilized for greatest effectiveness in a learning envi-
ronment. Detecting nonverbal behaviors and how they should most effectively
be used in a learning environment is important for appropriate intervention
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and in designing learning technologies for personalized learning. Furthermore
examining nonverbal behaviors involving which body-part movements, how
many movements, movements over time, HoF gestures, emotions and how
these are related to different difficulty levels in learning topics would be most
helpful in providing additional aid to learners striving to achieve these goals.
Computers/laptops are widely used in both mediated and self-directed
learning in a classroom environment, as well as in distance learning and MOOCs.
In this study, we focus on automatic monitoring of nonverbal behavior in such
scenarios using a webcam attached to the monitor. We collected a video dataset
consisting students’ head-and-shoulder while reading and solving problems
with the complexity of easy, medium and difficult. We automatically detected
and tracked faces on these videos. Then, we analyzed various body-part move-
ments, HoF gestures and emotions linked to this learning environment.
We identified behavior indicators in the form of acute (instantaneous) and
chronic (long-term) body-parts (relative head movements, relative head poses,
relative eye gazes) movements. We found that both acute and chronic move-
ments increase as classroom time progresses. However, the chronic movements
are significantly larger than the acute. We also identified a novel HoF gestures
(21.35%) as a behavior indicator in this learning context. We evaluated these
gestures during problem-solving activity with the three levels of difficulties
(easy - 23.79%, medium - 19.84% and difficult - 30.46%). We found that these
gestures are more frequent in problem-solving than engaged with a reading
task (easy - 16.20%, medium - 20.06% and difficult - 20.18%). We also noticed
the same trend in the chronic head movements, i.e. more significant movements
during the problem-solving than engaged with reading. We observed that both
the chronic head movements and the HoF gestures increased significantly with
the difficulty of the learning topic and the linked exercise. We found the similar
trend in relative head pose and eye gaze, but the increment was not as much
as in the chronic head movements and the HoF gestures. We also looked into
the appearance of other emotions such as happy, sad, surprise and disgust.
These emotions appeared infrequently. This confirms the similar observation
in the recent studies (Bosch and D’Mello, 2014; D’Mello, 2013). In this study,
we carried out a detailed quantitative analysis of body-part movements and
gestures/emotions change over time, learning types and the difficulty of the
learning topics. This can be linked to the students’ engagement and can fur-
ther be explored by the education researchers and technology developers to
provide more efficient and appropriate support and interventions in a learning
environment. Not only is this significantly helpful for the human teachers but
can also be easily integrated into developing intelligent learning technologies
to automate the monitoring process.
We identified both factors (passage of time and difficulty) that could influ-
ence the occurrence of certain behaviors. Nevertheless, we also measure instan-
taneous behavioral cues as time progresses within a given difficulty level and
learning task (reading vs problem-solving). The general trend is that some of
the instantaneous behavioral cues (e.g. HoF) increases as time progresses (see
Fig 10 - 12) even on a fixed difficulty level. In the case of a difficult task, the
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progression is much steeper (higher slope in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) or the values
are higher, i.e. the progression line is placed above the respective progression
lines representing easier tasks (see Fig. 12). This has significantly helped in
differentiating factors contributing to certain behavioral cues.
7.3 Future directions and implications for technology-enhanced teaching and
learning
The study described here contributes to our growing understanding of the non-
verbal behavior indicators, which play a significant role in facilitating student
engagement. The proposed method provides a collection of models, tools and
metaphors to understand students’ behavior and can easily be incorporated
into the modern learning technologies without requiring any specialized hard-
ware. The proposed study quantitatively evaluates the body-part movements
and instantaneous gestures/emotions over classroom time, specific to learning
mode (i.e. reading vs problem-solving) and the relationships to the subject
difficulty (easy, medium and difficult), to monitor student engagement. One
of the future work is to explore the mixed emotions that simultaneously occur
at a given time point to infer high-level emotions such as affective experiences
(anxiety, boredom, confusion, engaged concentration and frustration) in an
educational setting (D’Mello, 2013; Woolf et al., 2009). The other future work
is to explore and develop machine learning algorithms for the recognition of
the fine-grained hand-over-face affective states in the context of learning and
teaching and its relationship to the student engagement.
8 Conclusion
In this study, we have explored the variety of nonverbal behaviors (emotions,
head movements, head pose, eye gaze, hand-over-face (HoF) gestures), which
can easily be integrated with the modern learning technologies to recognize
students affective states in real-time. The automatic detection of these be-
haviors uses a state-of-the-art computer vision technique applied to videos
captured using a webcam. We propose a novel approach for HoF gestures
recognition from still images. The approach is based on the state-of-the-art
deep neural networks and achieved a classification accuracy of 86.87%. We
have compared the performance of deep vs handcrafted features and shown
that the deep features outperformed the handcrafted features. The proposed
study also assesses the HoF gestures, various movements and emotions, and
their relationships to the classroom behavior - (1) as classroom time progress,
(2) while engrossed with learning materials, (3) during solving problems and
(4) the content complexity level (easy, medium and difficult). We have found
that there is a significant increase in HoF gestures when difficulty level of given
exercises increases. We have also demonstrated the similar trend using upper-
body gestures such as relative head poses, head movements and eye gazes. We
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have explained the importance of these behavioral cues linking learning activ-
ities involving reading and problem-solving with various levels of difficulties.
We believe this finding will help in advancing the field of AI applications in
developing learning technologies.
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